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Abstract. In this work, the lattice of varieties of semigroups and the lattice of varieties

of I-semigroups (a common setting for both the variety of completely regular

semigroups and the variety of inverse semigroups) are studied with respect to the

following concepts: a variety V of (I-)semigroups is said to be locally K-finite, where

K stands for any of the five Green’s relations, if every finitely generated semigroup

from V has only finitely many (distinct) K-classes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Varieties of semigroups have been a theme of research so widely and diversely

pursued that any listing of developements would fall inefficiently short of the

actual achievements. Among some other special types, locally finite varieties

of semigroups play a major role in the study of varieties of semigroups, with

connections with many important problems, both solved and open; see, for

example, [14].

In this work, we consider a certain kind of generalizations of the concept of

locally finite variety that concerns one of the key instruments in the study of

semigroups — the Green’s relations — which we have termed K-finite vari-

ety, K being one of the five Green’s relations. Namely, we say that a variety V

is locally K-finite if each finitely generated semigroup belonging to V has but

finitely many K-classes. Thus being, the problem of characterizing varieties



with respect to these notions intersects the Burnside Problem for semigroups,

which, in its standard formulation, asks which varieties of semigroups contain

infinite periodic finitely generated semigroups. As one might expect, it gives

rise to some nontrivial questions. This introdutory work establishes the basic

properties of K-finite varieties and the classification of some of the most rele-

vant varieties of semigroups (more precisely, varieties of semigroups, varieties

of completely regular semigroups and varieties of inverse semigroups) with re-

spect to these notions.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides the necessary definitions

and facts on semigroups and varieties; section 3 presents the notion of K-finite

semigroup, for K ∈ {H,L,R,D,J }, investigates the hierarchy of these no-

tions, and describes its behaviour with respect to the basic variety operators,

providing a number of examples; finally, section 4 presents the definition of

K-finite variety, establishes some of its properties, and deals with the classi-

fication of the varieties of completely regular semigroups, varieties of inverse

semigroups, varieties of I-strict semigroups, and varieties of semigroups (sub-

sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, respectively).

2. BACKGROUND

A variety is a class V of algebras, all of the same signature, which is closed un-

der taking subalgebras, homomorphic images, and direct products, or, equiv-

alently, that consists of all algebras that satisfy a certain identity u = v or set

of identities {uλ = vλ}λ∈Λ (written V = [u = v] and V = [uλ = vλ]λ∈Λ,

respectively).

If C is a class of algebras, 〈C〉 denotes the variety generated by C, that is, the

smallest variety that contains C. As usual, for C = {A}, we write simply 〈A〉.
It is well known that

Theorem 2.1. Let C be a class of algebras and A an algebra of the same signature

that the algebras in C. Then A ∈ 〈C〉 if and only if there exist Cλ ∈ C (λ ∈ Λ), a

subalgebra B ≤ Πλ∈ΛCλ, and an epimorphism ψ : B→ A.

If V is a variety, then the set L (V) of all subvarieties of V is a complete lattice

under inclusion, with
∧

λ∈Λ

Vλ =
⋂

λ∈Λ

Vλ

and
∨

λ∈Λ

Vλ =
⋂

{W ⊆ V : Vλ ⊆W for all λ ∈ Λ}

= {A ∈ V : there exist Γ ⊆ Λ, Vγ ∈ Vγ(γ ∈ Γ), B ≤ Πγ∈ΓVγ,

and an epimorphism ψ : B→ A} .

When dealing with semigroups in general, these are viewed as algebras with

a single (binary and associative) operation, but some specific, yet important,
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classes of semigroups are best considered as algebras of type (2, 1), that is,

semigroups endowed with a unary operation a 7→ a′, and amongst them is

the variety of I-semigroups, which is defined by the identities

x(yz) = (xy)z , (x′)′ = x , xx′x = x (1)

(see [5]). Within the variety of I-semigroups one finds, for example: the sub-

variety of completely regular semigroups, where the unary operation maps each

element to the only inverse of a with which a commutes and is thus defined, in

addition to (1), by the identity

xx′ = x′x ;

the subvariety of inverse semigroups, where the unary operation maps each el-

ement to its (unique) inverse, and which is defined, together with (1), by the

identity

xx′yy′ = yy′xx′

or, equivalently, by the identities

(xy)′ = y′x′ , xx′x′x = x′xxx′ ;

and subvariety the strict I-semigroups, considered by Petrich and Reilly in [12]

and which is defined, in addition to (1), by the identities:

xx′x′x = x′xxx′ , (xyx′)(xyx′)′ = (xyx′)′(xyx′) ,

x(yz)′w = xz′y′w , (xy)′ = (x′xy)′(xyy′)′ .

These three varieties will be denoted by CR, I and SI, respectively.1 As usual,

we will write a−1 instead of a′ in the context of inverse semigroups and de-

note by a0 the (unique) idempotent in Ha in the context of completely regular

semigroups.

Given a semigroup S, the Green’s relations on S are (the equivalence relations)

defined by: for all a, b ∈ S,

aLb ⇐⇒ S1a = S1b

aRb ⇐⇒ aS1 = bS1

aJ b ⇐⇒ S1aS1 = S1bS1 ,

along with

H = L ∩R and D = L ∨R .

Recall that, since L andR always commute, we actually have

D = L ◦R = R ◦ L

1In [12], Petrich and Reilly have termed strict I-semigroups by “strict ∗-semigroups” and

denoted the variety which includes them all by S∗; Howie [5], however, calls ∗-semigroup (or

semigroup with involution) to a unary semigroup obliged only to satisfy the identity (xy)′ = y′x′,

which, as noted in [12], does not follow from the identities defining SI.
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and that, within the case of regular semigroups, the superscript “1” in the defi-

nition of L,R, and J can be dropped. Also recall that a semigroup is said to be

combinatorial (respectively, cryptic) ifH = 1S (respectively, ifH is a congruence).

An element a in a semigroup S has finite order if the monogenic subsemigroup

〈a〉 is finite and has infinite order otherwise. A semigroup S is periodic if every

element has finite order. Note that, in case S is an inverse semigroup, it does

not matter whether one considers the subsemigroup of S generated by a or the

inverse subsemigroup generated by a:

Lemma 2.2. Let S be an inverse semigroup. Then every monogenic subsemigroup of S

is finite if and only if every monogenic inverse subsemigroup of S is finite.

Proof. Suppose every monogenic subsemigroup of S is finite and let a ∈ S and

T be the monogenic inverse subsemigroup of S generated be a. Then every

element in T is of the form al a−man for some nonnegative integers l, m and n

not all zero. Since both the monogenic subsemigroup of S generated by a and

the monogenic subsemigroup of S generated by a−1 are finite by assumption,

it follows that T has only finitely many elements. As for the converse, we have

that, if a ∈ S, then the monogenic subsemigroup generated by a embeds in the

monogenic inverse subsemigroup generated by a, hence the finiteness of the

second implies the finiteness of the first. �

A semigroup S is an epigroup (or group-bound, according to Howie in [5]), if, for

every a ∈ S, there exists a positive integer m such that am belongs to a subgroup

of S. In case S is inverse, this is the same as existing a positive integer m such

that ama−m = a−mam. We have

Proposition 2.3 ([3], Theorem 6.45). If S is an epigroup, then D = J .

which includes, of course, the very well known case of periodic semigroups.

A variety V of (I-)semigroups is combinatorial (respectively, cryptic, periodic) if it

consists solely of combinatorial (respectively, cryptic, periodic) (I-)semigroups.

For a subsemigroup T of a semigroup S, we will denote, as usual, the Green

relation K in T by KT (and, when necessary, the Green relation K in S by KS);

thus, for example,

(a, b) ∈ LS ⇐⇒ S1a = S1b while (a, b) ∈ LT ⇐⇒ T1a = T1b .

Clearly, LT ⊆ LS ∩ (T× T) and similarly for the remaining Green’s relations —

inclusions that are strict in general. However,

Proposition 2.4 ([5], Proposition 2.4.2). If T is a regular subsemigroup of S, then

LT = LS ∩ (T × T) , RT = RS ∩ (T × T) and HT = HS ∩ (T × T) .

a property neither D nor J need follow in general.

Another important property of completely regular semigroups concerning Green’s

relations is
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Theorem 2.5 ([13], Theorem II.4.5). In any completely regular semigroup, D = J .

A band is a semigroup in which every element is an idempotent.

A band B is regular if axya = axaya, for all a, x, y ∈ B, and left regular if ax = axa,

for all a, x ∈ B. Right regular bands are defined dually. A band B is normal if

axya = ayxa, for all a, x, y ∈ B.

A semigroup is a cryptogroup if it is cryptic and completely regular.

A semigroup S is orthodox if it is regular and its idempotents form a subsemi-

group. An orthodox completely regular semigroup is called an orthogroup and

an orthodox cryptogroup (that is, a completely regular semigroup which is both

cryptic and orthodox) is called an orthocryptogroup.

If S is an orthogroup and E(S) is a (left, right) regular band, we say that S is a

(left, right) regular orthogroup. Similarly, regular orthocryptogroups are orthocryp-

togroups with a regular band of idempotents and normal orthocryptogroups are

orthocryptogroups with a normal band of idempotents.

A semigroup S is called a band of semigroups Sα, with α ∈ Y , if S is a disjont union

of the semigroups Sα and the corresponding partition is a congruence. Thus

being, the quotient semigroup of S over this congruence, Y , is a band. If this

band is in addition commutative, we say that S is a semilattice of semigroups. In

either case, we write S = (Y; Sα). If all semigroups are of some special type, we

say that S is a band (respectively, semilattice) of semigroups of that particular

type. For example, it can be shown that Clifford semigroups, that is, completely

regular semigroups in which any idempotent commutes with any element, are

semilattices of groups.

For cryptogroups, we have:

Theorem 2.6 ([13], Theorem II.8.1). The following conditions on a semigroup S are

equivalent:

(i) S is a cryptogroup

(ii) S is a band of groups.

Thus, cryptogroups can be represented in the form S = (B; Sβ), where B is the

band S/H and each Sβ is anH-class of S and a group.

It is well known that all the above mentioned classes of completely regular

semigroups are subvarieties of CR; for them, we will use the following notation:

OG orthogroups

RO regular orthogroups

ROL∗ regular orthogroups in which L is a congruence

ROR∗ regular orthogroups in whichR is a congruence

LRO left regular orthogroups

RRO right regular orthogroups
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BG cryptogroups

OBG orthocryptogroups

ROBG regular orthocryptogroups

ONBG normal orthocryptogroups

SG Clifford semigroups.

We say that a semigroup L in which xy = x for all x, y ∈ L is a left zero semigroup

and that a completely regular semigroup S in which L = S× S is a left group.

In the sequel, the following will be of use:

Lemma 2.7 ([13], Proposition III.5.9). The following are equivalent on a completely

regular semigroup:

(i) S is a left group;

(ii) S is isomorphic to the direct product of a left zero semigroup and a group.

Lemma 2.8 ([13], Lemma V.3.1). The following are equivalent on a completely regular

semigroup:

(i) S ∈ LRO;

(ii) S is a semilattice of left groups.

Theorem 2.9 ([13], Theorem V.6.2). The following are equivalent on a completely

regular semigroup:

(i) S ∈ ROL∗;

(ii) S embeds in a direct product of a left regular orthogroup and a right regular

band;

(iii) S satisfies the identity x(y0z)0x = xy0x0z0x.

As noted in [13], it follows from Lemma 2.8 that S ∈ LRO if and only if L = D
on S and from Theorem 2.9 that ROL∗ = LRO ∨ ROBG.

We now recall some notions about free inverse semigroups and Schützenberger

graphs.

Let A be a nonempty alphabet and let A−1 be the set of formal inverses of A. If

a ∈ A ∪ A−1, we say that the edge q
a−1

−→ p is the inverse of the edge p
a
−→ q.

An automaton is said to be inverse if it is deterministic, has a single initial vertex

and a single final vertex, its underlying graph is connected, and its edge set is

closed under inversion.

Given u = a1 . . . an, with each ai ∈ A ∪ A−1, the linear automaton L(u) of u is

defined as the inverse automaton

b b b b b
a1 a2

· · ·
an

(recall that the inverse edges are not depicted) and the Munn tree MT(u) is the

deterministic automaton obtained from L(u) by sucessively folding all pairs of

edges of the form q
a
←− p

a
−→ r with a ∈ A ∪ A−1 (see [9]). As is well-known,
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the process is confluent and the free inverse semigroup on A can be viewed as

the quotient FISA = (A ∪ A−1)+/ρ, where ρ is the congruence on (A ∪ A−1)+

defined by

uρv ⇐⇒ MT(u) ≈ MT(v) ,

for all u, v ∈ (A ∪ A−1)+. Given u ∈ (A ∪ A−1)+, we denote by ū the reduced

form of u, obtained by deleting all factors of the form aa−1, with a ∈ A ∪ A−1;

then,

uρ ∈ E(FISA)⇐⇒ ū = 1

holds for every u ∈ (A ∪ A−1)+.

Let InvS 〈A | R〉 be an inverse semigroup presentation; thus, R ⊆ (A∪ A−1)+×
(A ∪ A−1)+ and the inverse semigroup defined by the presentation is the quo-

tient (A ∪ A−1)+/τ, where τ is the congruence generated by ρ ∪ R. Given

u ∈ (A ∪ A−1)+, the Schützenberger automaton A(u) of u has vertex set Ruτ ,

edges vτ
a
−→ (va)τ (whenever a ∈ A ∪ A−1 and vτ, (va)τ ∈ Ruτ , evidently),

initial vertex (uu−1)τ, and final vertex uτ. As shown in [16], these are inverse

automata and provide a solution for the word problem through the equivalence

uτv ⇐⇒ A(u) ≈ A(v) .

The underlying graph of the Schützenberger automaton A(u) is called the

Schützenberger graph of u, and denoted SΓ(u). These can be very useful when

dealing with Green’s relations; for example, the set of D-classes of the semi-

group (A ∪ A−1)+/τ can be identitied with the set of isomorphism classes of

the Schützenberger graphs of InvS 〈A | R〉.
In general, Schützenberger graphs are not effectively constructible, but an in-

ductive procedure has been designed by Stephen to approximate them. For

u ∈ (A ∪ A−1)+, define the Schützenberger sequence (SΓn(u))n as follows. Start-

ing with SΓ1(u) = MT(u), and provided SΓn(u) is defined, consider the au-

tomaton SΓ
′
n(u) obtained from SΓn(u) by performing all possible R-expansions,

that is: if (r, s) ∈ R ∪ R−1 and there exists a path p
r
−→ q in SΓn(u), but

no path p
s
−→ q, adjoin one such path. Then, take SΓn+1(u) to be the au-

tomaton obtained from SΓ
′
n(u) by identitying all pairs of edges q

a
←− p

a
−→

r with a ∈ A ∪ A−1. Although it needn’t be always the case, in many cir-

cumstances each automaton SΓn(u) can effectively constructed (for example,

when R is finite). Using an appropriate quasi-order in the class of inverse au-

tomata, the Schützenberger automaton can be viewed as the direct limit of the

Schützenberger sequence.

With respect to inverse semigroups, we will denote by:

• B = N0 ×N0 the bicyclic monoid, whose operation is defined by

(m, n)(p, q) = (m− n + n ∨ p, q− p + n ∨ p) ,

for all (m, n), (p, q) ∈ B (where n ∨ p = max{n, p});
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• B2 the five element Brandt semigroup, which can be defined by the in-

verse semigroup presentation B2 = InvS
〈

a | a2 = 0
〉

;

• FISa the free monogenic inverse semigroup;

• Mn, for n a positive integer, the Rees quotient FISa/In where In is the

ideal of FISa generated be an.

Concerning subvarieties of I, the following notation will be used:

T trivial semigroups

G groups

SL semilattices

Cm [xm = xm+1], for any positive integer m

[xn ∈ G] [xnx−n = x−nxn], for any positive integer n.

It is well known that the lattice of subvarieties of I contains an ideal with three

isomorphic layers: (i) V, (ii) V ∨ SL, and (iii) V ∨ 〈B2〉, where V runs over

all varieties of groups (see Figure 3). Semigroups in these varieties are often

called strict inverse semigroups (which should not be confounded with strict I-

semigroups!). We also recall

Theorem 2.10 ([11], Theorem XII.4.11). 〈FISa〉 = 〈B〉.

and

Corollary 2.11 ([12], Corollary 5.5). SI = ONBG ∨ 〈B2〉.

For undefined terms and further details, the reader is referred to [11], [13], and

[5].

3. THE CLASSES HF, LF, RF, DF, AND JF

Given a semigroup S and K ∈ {H,L,R,D,J }, we say that S is K-finite if S has

only finitely many (distinct) K-classes. Each of these classes contains a few well

known families of semigroups. For example, every group isH-finite, every left

(respectively, right) simple semigroup is L-finite (respectively, R-finite), every

bisimple semigroup is D-finite, and every simple semigroup is J -finite.

Let KF denote the class consisting of all K-finite semigroups, for each K ∈
{H,L,R,D,J }.
It is straightforward to see that {HF, LF, RF, DF, JF} is the following poset with

respect to class inclusion:

JF

|
DF

� �

LF RF

� �

HF
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Remark 3.1. Notice that indeed HF = LF ∩ RF.

These inclusions are all strict, as shown by the following examples.

Example 3.2. The bicyclic monoid, B, is a bisimple semigroup; for that reason,

it is both D- and J -finite. However, B is neither L- nor R-finite (nor, either

way,H-finite).

Since (m, n)L(p, q) if and only if n = q and (m, n)R(p, q) if and only if m = p,

we have |B/L| = ℵ0 and |B/R| = ℵ0, so that B /∈ LF and B /∈ RF.

Example 3.3. Consider the inverse monoid defined by the inverse monoid pre-

sentation

M = InvM
〈

a, b | b2 = b, b = baba−1, aa−1 = 1
〉

.

Then M is J -finite, while not D-finite.

In view of the defining relations of M, there are only two kinds of Schützenberger

graphs for the elements of M, namely

b b b b

a a a
· · ·

SΓ(1) :

and b b b b b b b· · ·
a a a a a

· · ·
b b b

n ≥ 0

SΓ(anb), n ≥ 0 :

according to whether there is no occurence of b or there is at least one occurence

of b, respectively. Since there is no map between SΓ(anb) and SΓ(apb), with

n 6= p, that preserves labeling, incidence, and orientation and is bijective on the

vertices and surjective on the edges, we conclude that, in this case, anb and apb

are notD-related (cf. [16, Theorem 3.4]). Thus, M has infinitely manyD-classes.

However, anbJ an+1b for any non-negative integer n, as an+1b = a anb ∈ Manb

and

anb = anb−1 = an(baba−1)−1 = anab−1a−1b−1 = an+1b a−1b ∈ an+1bM ,

so that anbJ apb for any non-negative integers n and p. Therefore, M ∈ JF rDF.

As mentioned earlier, a left zero semigroup is trivially L-finite, but it needs not

be R-finite, evidently. Thus, LF r RF, and hence LF r HF, are nonempty, and

likewise so are RF r LF and RF r HF. Next, we provide another example of a

semigroup in LF r RF, which will be of use later on.

Example 3.4. Let Z be endowed with the binary operation defined by

m ◦ n =

{

m + n if m is even

m if m is odd.

Then P = (Z, ◦) has finitely many L-classes but infinitely manyR-classes.
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Indeed, for all m, n, k ∈ Z, we have

(2m + 1) ◦ (n ◦ k) = 2m + 1 = ((2m + 1) ◦ n) ◦ k,

(2m) ◦ ((2n + 1) ◦ k) = 2m + 2n + 1 = ((2m) ◦ (2n + 1)) ◦ k,

(2m) ◦ ((2n) ◦ k) = 2m + 2n + k = ((2m) ◦ (2n)) ◦ k,

hence P is a semigroup. It is immediate that 2Z and {2n + 1 : n ∈ Z} are the

L-classes of P and that 2Z and {2n + 1} (n ∈ Z) are its H- (and R-)classes,

which yields the desired conclusion.

Of course, it may also happen that a semigroup fails to be J -finite, and thus

belongs to neither of the other four classes:

Example 3.5. Both (N,+), the free monogenic semigroup, and FISa, the free

monogenic inverse semigroup, have infinitely many J -classes.

Next, we describe the behaviour of these properties with respect to the taking

of subsemigroups, homomorphic images, and direct products.

Lemma 3.6. Let K ∈ {H,L,R}, let S ∈ KF, and let T ≤ S be a regular subsemi-

group of S. Then T ∈ KF.

Proof. The result is straightforward by Proposition 2.4, since KT
a = KS

a ∩ T yields

that infinitely many K-classes in T implies infinitely many K-classes in S. �

In this statement, not only the regularity of the subsemigroup cannot be dropped,

as also it cannot be extended to D and J , as the following examples show:

Example 3.7. If S is the infinite cyclic group generated by a and T is its infinite

monogenic subsemigroup (thus consisting only of the positive powers of a),

then LS = S× S while LT is the identity relation on T. Therefore, S is L-finite

whereas T is not (and likewise for R andH).

Example 3.8. By [3, Theorem 8.55], any semigroup can be embedded in a (nec-

essarily regular) bisimple semigroup (actually, monoid). Thus, D-finite semi-

groups can have non D-finite regular subsemigroups.

Similarly,

Example 3.9. Given that every semigroup can be embedded in a simple semi-

group (cf. [3, Theorem 8.45]), it follows that J -finite semigroups can have reg-

ular subsemigroups which are not J -finite.

Notice that, in the second of these last two examples, the semigroup S in which

the original semigroup T embeds into is generated by A ∪ {b, c}, where A is a

generating set for T and b, c /∈ T, and so S is finitely generated whenever T is.

Moreover, by [3, Theorem 8.48] we have that S is regular (respectively, inverse)

if and only if T is regular (respectively, inverse).

Another example is:
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Example 3.10. Let X = Z×N0 and write, for all r ∈ Z and s ≥ 0,

V(r, s) = {(x, y) ∈ X : s ≤ y ≤ x + s− r} ,

that is, the unbounded region depicted in Figure 1. Consider the bijections

r

s

FIGURE 1. The set V(r, s)

ϕ : V(0, 0) → V(0, 1), defined by (x, y)ϕ = (x, y + 1), and ψ : X → X, defined

by (x, y)ψ = (x+ 1, y), and the inverse subsemigroups of the symmetric inverse

semigroup IX

T = 〈ϕ〉 and S = 〈ϕ, ψ〉 .

Then S has two J -classes, whereas its (regular) subsemigroup T has infinitely

many J -classes.

We begin by showing that the set V = {V(r, s) : r ∈ Z , s ≥ 0} is closed

under intersection. So let V(r, s) and V(r′, s′) be sets in V , for some r, r′ ∈ Z

and s, s′ ≥ 0, and, without loss of generalization, assume that s′ ≥ s. It is

straightforward to check that

V(r, s) ∩V(r′, s′) = V(r, s) ∩ (Z× [s′,+∞[) ∩V(r′, s′)

= V(r + s′ − s, s′) ∩V(r′, s′)

= V((r + s′ − s) ∨ r′, s′) ∈ V .

Next, we show that T has infinitely many J -classes; indeed, we show that T is

isomorphic to the monogenic free inverse semigroup. Let θ : FISa → T be the

epimorphism defined by aθ = ϕ. Since FISa is combinatorial, checking that θ

is injective on E = E(FISa) yields that θ is an isomorphism. On the one hand,

every e ∈ E admits a unique representation in the form a−rar+sa−s, with r, s ≥ 0

not both 0. On the other hand, ϕn : V(n− 1, 0) → V(n− 1, n), for all n ≥ 1. In

fact,

dom ϕ2 =
(

im ϕ∩dom ϕ
)

ϕ−1 = (V(0, 1)∩V(0, 0))ϕ−1 = V(1, 1)ϕ−1 = V(1, 0)

and

im ϕ2 = (im ϕ ∩ dom ϕ)ϕ = V(1, 1)ϕ = V(1, 2)
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and the conclusion follows by induction. Thus,

ϕn ϕ−n = id |dom ϕn = id |V(n−1,0) and ϕ−nϕn = id |im ϕn = id |V(n−1,n) ,

for all n ≥ 1, and so

ϕ−r ϕr+s ϕ−s = id |V(r−1,r) id |V(s−1,0)

= id |V(r−1,r)∩V(s−1,0)

= id |V(r+s−1,r) ,

for all r, s ≥ 1 — in fact, for all r, s ≥ 0 not both 0. Therefore, the map

(r, s) 7→ dom (ϕ−r ϕr+s ϕ−s) is injective, and so is θ|E. Hence T is a monogenic

free inverse semigroup. This ensures that T has infinitely many D-classes, and

so infinitely many J -classes as well.

In order to show that S has two J -classes, we start by proving that

E(S) = {id |V(r,s) : r ∈ Z, s ≥ 0} ∪ {id |X} . (2)

Clearly, id |X = ψψ−1 ∈ E(S) and, if r ∈ Z and s ≥ 0, we have

dom (ψs−r−1ϕ−s) = (im ψs−r−1 ∩ dom ϕ−s)ψ−s+r+1

= (V(s− 1, s))ψ−s+r+1

= V(r, s) ,

hence ψs−r−1ϕ−s ϕsψ−s+r+1 = id |V(r,s). Thus, the right hand side of (2) is con-

tained in E(S).
Now we know by that V is closed under intersection, hence so is V ∪{X}. It fol-

lows that dom α ∈ V ∪ {X} for every α ∈ {ϕ, ϕ−1, ψ, ψ−1}. Since dom (φσ) =
(im φ ∩ dom σ)φ−1 whichever the injective mappings φ and σ and since the

preimage of any V ∈ V ∪ {X} under either ϕ or ψ is still in V ∪ {X}, we con-

clude that dom α ∈ V ∪ {X} for every α ∈ S = 〈ϕ, ψ〉. Therefore (2) holds.

Finally, for all r ∈ Z and s ≥ 0, we can construct a bijection

V(r, s)
ψs−r−1

−→ V(s− 1, s)
ϕ−s

−→ V(s− 1, 0)
ψ1−s

−→ V(0, 0),

hence all the idempotents in {id |V(r,s) : r ∈ Z, s ≥ 0} belong to the same J -

class. The only other idempotent, id |X, belongs clearly to a different J -class, so

S has two J -classes as claimed.

The next result is an easy consequence of the fact that (all) Green’s relations are

preserved under homomorphism. For that reason, this property holds, unlike

the previous one, also for D and J .

Lemma 3.11. Let K ∈ {H,L,R,D,J }, let S ∈ KF, and let ψ : S → T be a mor-

phism. Then Sψ ∈ KF.

Proof. Suppose there existed an infinite set I such that Sψ/KSψ = ∪i∈IK
Sψ
ajψ

,

where K
Sψ
aiψ
6= K

Sψ
ajψ

whenever i 6= j. But then all the KS-classes KS
ai

, with i ∈ I,
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would be distinct, for if (ai , aj) ∈ K
S for some i, j ∈ I then also (aiψ, ajψ) ∈ K

Sψ,

a contradiction. �

Lemma 3.12. Let K ∈ {H,L,R,D,J }, let I be a finite set, and let {Si : i ∈ I} ⊂
KF, where each Si is either regular or a monoid. Then Πi∈ISi ∈ KF.

Proof. We prove the claim for a direct product S × T, its generalization to the

arbitrary case being straightforward.

So let S, T ∈ KF. It is easy to check that, since both S and T are either regular

or monoids, we have (a, x)KS×T(b, y) if and only if aKSb and xKTy, for all

(a, x), (b, y) ∈ S × T. In order to obtain a contradiction, suppose KS×T
(ai ,xi)

, with

i ∈ I, are infinitely many distinct K-classes of S× T. Consider the relations ∼S

and ∼T defined, for all i, j ∈ I, by

i ∼S j ⇐⇒ KS
ai
= KS

aj
and i ∼T j ⇐⇒ KT

xi
= KT

xj
,

which are easily seen to be equivalences. Since both S, T ∈ KF, we have that

|I/ ∼S | < ∞ and |I/ ∼T | < ∞. Thus, as I is infinite, there exist distinct i, j ∈ I

such that i ∼S j and i ∼T j, in which case KS×T
(ai,xi)

= KS×T
(aj,xj)

, a contradiction. �

As one might expect, the previous result no longer holds for infinite direct prod-

ucts. Next, we provide one such example.

Example 3.13. For each p ∈ N, let Np = Mon
〈

a | ap = ap+1
〉

be the monogenic

monoid of index p and period 1. Since each monoid Np is finite, we have that

they are all J -finite. The infinite direct product Πp∈NNp, however, is not.

Let S = Πp∈NNp, fix k ∈ N, and take

x = (a, a2, . . . , ak, ak, ak, . . .) , y = (a, a2, . . . , ak, ak+1, ak+1, . . .) ∈ S .

Since there are no u, v ∈ Nk+1 such that ak = uak+1v, we have that (ak, ak+1) /∈
JNk+1 . Therefore, (x, y) /∈ J S. It follows that S has infinitely many J -classes.

Also, the semigroups in the direct product do have to be either regular or

monoids:

Example 3.14. Let S = {an : n ∈ N}, where ai 6= aj for any i and j, be a right

zero semigroup and T = {0, b}, where b 6= 0, be a null semigroup. Then both S

and T areR-finite, whereas S× T is not.

That S and T are R-finite is obvious. However, (am, b)R(an , b) if and only if

m = n, as, no matter if z = 0 ou z = b, we have (am, b) = (an, b)(ap , z) = (ap , 0)
implying b = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, S× T has infinitely many

R-classes.

Together with Examples 3.2 and 3.5, Lemma 3.12 provides yet another example

that what holds for H, L and R needs not hold for D and J , namely the not

passing of D-finiteness to regular subsemigroups (cf. Lemma 3.6). In fact, it is
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well-known that FISa embeds in B× B and, while B× B is D-finite by Exam-

ple 3.2 and Lemma 3.12, its regular subsemigroup FISa is not even J -finite.

4. LOCALLY GREEN-FINITE VARIETIES

Recall that a variety V is said to be locally finite if all its finitely generated mem-

bers are finite. These include, for example, the finitely generated varieties, that

is, varieties generated by a finite family of finite algebras (cf. [7] or [1]).

Definition 4.1. Given a variety V and K ∈ {H,L,R,D,J }, we say that V is

locally K-finite if each finitely generated semigroup belonging to V is K-finite.

Remark 4.2. (1) Clearly, any locally H-finite variety is locally K-finite,

whichever the Green’s relation K. Similarly, every locally L- or R-finite

variety is locally D-finite, and every locally D-finite variety is locally

J -finite.

(2) It is also straightforward that every locally finite variety is locally H-

finite (and, thus, locally L-, R-, D-, and J -finite as well). Such is the

case for the variety of bands (cf. [5, Theorem 4.5.3]) and, as noted above,

for every finitely generated variety.

As a matter of fact, for varieties of semigroups, of completely regular semi-

groups, and of inverse semigroups, being locally D-finite is equivalent to being

locally J -finite:

Theorem 4.3. Let V be a variety of semigroups, a variety of completely regular semi-

groups or a variety of inverse semigroups. Then V is locally J -finite if and only if it is

locally D-finite.

Proof. In view of the comments above, only the direct implication needs proven.

So suppose V is locally J -finite.

In case V is a variety of completely regular semigroups, the result follows from

Theorem 2.5.

Now suppose V is a locally J -finite variety of semigroups and let S be a finitely

generated semigroup in V. We claim that S is periodic. In order to obtain a

contradiction, suppose a ∈ S has infinite order. Then 〈a〉 is a subsemigroup of

S, and so 〈a〉 ∈ V. In addition, 〈a〉 is finitely generated and has infinitely many

J -classes, as 〈a〉 ≈ (N,+). But this is a contradiction, since V is locally J -finite

by assumption. Thus S is indeed periodic and soD = J in S by Proposition 2.3.

As S is finitely generated, then S is J -finite by assumption. Therefore S is D-

finite as well and the conclusion follows.

Finally, let V be a variety of inverse semigroups and let S be a finitely gener-

ated semigroup from V. Again, let a ∈ S and consider the monogenic inverse

semigroup 〈a〉. By [2, Corollary 4], there are only four possibilities: (i) a has

finite order; (ii) 〈a〉 has an infinite cyclic subgroup; (iii) 〈a〉 has a subsemigroup
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isomorphic to the bicyclic monoid; (iv) 〈a〉 is the monogenic free inverse semi-

group. Cases (iii) and (iv) can be readily excluded, since they both imply that

V would contain a non locally J -finite variety, namely the variety generated

by the bicyclic monoid, equivalently, by the monogenic free inverse semigroup

(cf. Theorem 2.10). Therefore, one of (i) or (ii) must hold, and, in either case, S

is an epigroup (possibly, even a periodic semigroup). Again by Proposition 2.3,

D = J in S and so, since by assumption S is J -finite, we may conclude that it

is D-finite as well. �

For a nontrivial variety V and a positive integer n, denote by Fn(V) the n-

generated free object on V. A simple consequence of Lemma 3.11 is:

Proposition 4.4. Let K ∈ {H,L,R,D,J }. A variety V of semigroups or of I-

semigroups is locally K-finite if and only if each Fn(V) is K-finite.

Proof. The direct implication is an immediate consequence of the definition. As

for the converse, it follows straightforwardly from the universal property of free

objects — every finitely generated semigroup in V is a homomorphic image of

some Fn(V) — and from Lemma 3.11. �

Proposition 4.5. Let V and W be varieties of I-semigroups. If V and W are locally

K-finite, with K ∈ {H,L,R}, then so is V ∨W.

Proof. Fix K ∈ {H,L,R}.
Let S ∈ V ∨W be a finitely generated semigroup, say S = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉. Then

there exist V ∈ V, W ∈ W, T ≤ V ×W and an epimorphism ϕ : T ։ S.

Since ϕ is onto, we can take ai ∈ T such that ai ϕ = xi for every i; let R be

the I-subsemigroup of T generated by {a1, . . . , an}. Also, for each i, we have

ai = (vi, wi) for some vi ∈ V and wi ∈ W; let V ′ = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 and W ′ =
〈w1, . . . , wn〉. Thus V ′ ∈ V and W ′ ∈ W are K-finite, and so is V ′ ×W ′ by

Lemma 3.12. Thus, since it is a regular subsemigroup of V ′ ×W ′, R is K-finite

by Lemma 3.6. Therefore S = Rϕ is K-finite by Lemma 3.11. �

As a consequence,

Corollary 4.6. If S is a K-finite I-semigroup, for K ∈ {H,L,R}, then the variety of

I-semigroups 〈S〉 is locally K-finite.

Proof. Let T ∈ 〈S〉 be finitely generated. Then, by Theorem 2.1, there exists

an epimorphism ψ : R → T, where R ≤ Πλ∈ΛSλ with all Sλ = S. Since T is

finitely generated, the set Λ can be taken finite. But then Πλ∈ΛSλ is K-finite by

Lemma 3.12, the subsemigroup R, being regular, is K-finite by Lemma 3.6, and

T is K-finite by Lemma 3.11. �

This conclusion fails both for D and J . For the first one, we have for instance

the bicyclic monoid, which is D-finite (cf. Example 3.2) whereas the variety
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it generates is not locally D-finite, as it contains the free monogenic inverse

semigroup (cf. Example 3.5 and Theorem 2.10); for the second, take the inverse

monoid M from Example 3.3. Then M is J -finite, but 〈M〉 is not locally J -finite

as it contains the inverse subsemigroup 〈a〉, which is, again, the free monogenic

inverse semigroup.

4.1. Varieties of completely regular semigroups. The lattice of varieties of com-

pletely regular semigroups is arguably the most thoroughly investigated. In

addition, the classes of semigroups involved are quite well behaved with re-

spect to Green’s relations. As a consequence, a complete characterization of

some of the most important subvarieties of completely regular semigroups can

be obtained.

We begin with a simple observation, followed by a useful consequence.

Lemma 4.7. If S = (B; Sβ) is a finitely generated cryptogroup, then B is a finite band.

Proof. Taking the canonical epimorphism S ։ S/H, it is immediate that S being

finitely generated implies that so is S/H. Thus, S/H is a finitely generated

band. Therefore, S/H is finite, since the variety of bands is locally finite. �

Corollary 4.8. The variety BG of all cryptogroups is locallyH-finite.

Proof. Let S = (B; Sβ) be a finitely generated cryptogroup. Then, in view of the

previous lemma, B is a finite band. Since |S/H| = |B|, we conclude that S has

finitely manyH-classes. Hence S isH-finite. �

A similar argument shows that the variety CR of all completely regular semi-

groups, and thus all its subvarieties, are, at least, locally D-finite; our goal is

thus to refine this characterization.

First, we return to Example 3.4.

Example 4.9. (Continued from Example 3.4.) The L-finite, but not R-finite,

semigroup P from Example 3.4 is a finitely generated completely regular semi-

group; in fact, it is a finitely generated member of ROL∗, that is, a finitely gen-

erated regular orthogroup in which L is a congruence.

The fact that 2 generates the subgroup 2Z together with the fact that (2n) ◦ 1 =
2n + 1 implies that P is generated as a completely regular semigroup by {1, 2}.
Recall that its R- and H-classes coincide: they are 2Z and {2n + 1}, for each

n ∈ Z. Therefore, P is a completely regular semigroup, since each H-class is a

subgroup.

To see that P belongs to ROL∗, we check that is satisfies the identity x(y0z)0x =
xy0x0z0x. So let m, n, p ∈ P. If m is odd or if m is even and n is odd (notice that,

in the second case, Hn = {n} and thus n0 = n), we have m ◦ (n0 ◦ p)0 ◦ m =
m ◦ n0 ◦m0 ◦ p0 ◦m. So suppose both m and n are even. Then m0 = n0 = 0 and:

if p is odd,

m ◦ (n0 ◦ p)0 ◦m = m ◦ (0 ◦ p)0 ◦m = m ◦ p0 ◦m = m ◦ p ◦m = m + p
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and

m ◦ n0 ◦m0 ◦ p0 ◦m = m ◦ 0 ◦ 0 ◦ p ◦m = m + p ;

if p is even,

m ◦ (n0 ◦ p)0 ◦m = m ◦ (0 ◦ p)0 ◦m = m ◦ p0 ◦m = m ◦ 0 ◦m = 2m

and

m ◦ n0 ◦m0 ◦ p0 ◦m = m ◦ 0 ◦ 0 ◦ 0 ◦m = 2m .

Therefore, m ◦ (n0 ◦ p)0 ◦m = m ◦ n0 ◦m0 ◦ p0 ◦m for every m, n, p ∈ P, and so

P ∈ ROL∗. (Clearly P does not belong to ROR∗, asR is not a congruence on P:

for instance, (0, 2) ∈ R but (0 ◦ 1, 2 ◦ 1) = (1, 3) /∈ R.)

The next result summarizes the behaviour of some of the classical subvarieties

of CR as to being locally H-, L-, and R-finite, or simply locally D-finite. Its

conclusions are also pictured in Figure 2.

Theorem 4.10. (i) All the subvarieties of BG are locallyH-finite.

(ii) Every variety in the interval [LRO, ROL∗] is locally L-finite but not locally

R-finite.

(iii) Every variety in the interval [RRO, ROR∗] is locally R-finite but not locally

L-finite.

(iv) Every variety in the interval [RO, CR] is locally D-finite but neither L-finite

nor R-finite.

Proof. (i) By Corollary 4.8, we know that BG is locallyH-finite; that the same is

true for all if its subvarieties follows trivially.

(ii) Let S ∈ ROL∗ be a finitely generated semigroup. As a consequence of

Theorem 2.9, we have that S embeds in a direct product L × B of a left regu-

lar orthogroup L and a right regular band B. Since (x, a)LS(y, b) if and only

if xLLy and aLBb, we have that |S/LS| ≤ |L/LL| × |B/LB|. More precisely,

|S/LS| ≤ |L/LL| × |SπB/LSπB |, where SπB is the subband of B generated by

the projection of S into B. Now, since L = D on L (cf. comment regarding

Lemma 2.8), then L has finitely many L-classes. Also SπB has finitely many

L-classes, since it is a finitely generated band, and so itself finite. Therefore S

has finitely many L-classes. Hence, ROL∗ is locally L-finite — but not locally

R- (andH-)finite, by virtue of Example 4.9.

As for LRO, it is at least locally L-finite as it is contained in ROL∗. Were it also

locally R-finite, then it would be locally H-finite, along with ROL∗ = LRO ∨
ROBG as a consequence of Proposition 4.5, a contradiction.

(iii) Dual from (ii).

(iv) Since RO, the variety of regular orthogroups, contains ROL∗ as a subvari-

ety, by (ii) RO cannot be locallyR-finite — and, dually by (iii), neither can it be

locally L-finite. Thus, RO is just locally D-finite, and since so is CR, the same

happens for all the varieties in the interval [RO, CR]. �
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FIGURE 2. Classification of some completely regular varieties

Notice that, by (i), the particularly important varieties of completely simple semi-

groups, that is, completely regular semigroups in which J = S × S, and of

Clifford semigroups are all locally H-finite.

4.2. Varieties of inverse semigroups. Since in any inverse semigroup S and in

any D-class D of S there is a bijection between the L-classes and the R-classes

in D, it follows that an inverse semigroup is L-finite if and only if it isR-finite.

Thus,

Proposition 4.11. For any variety V of inverse semigroups, the following are equiva-

lent:

(i) V is locallyH-finite.

(ii) V is locally L-finite.

(iii) V is locallyR-finite.

Proof. We have (i)⇒ (ii) as |S/L| ≤ |S/H| in any semigroup, (ii)⇔ (iii) by the

preceding observation, and consequently (iii)⇒ (i) by Remark 3.1. �

Recall from Theorem 4.3 that a variety of inverse semigroups is locally D-finite

if and only if it is locally J -finite. Notice that it follows from the proof of this

result that
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Corollary 4.12. If V is a locally J -finite variety of inverse semigroups, then V is a

variety of epigroups.

The converse, however, is not true:

Example 4.13. C2, the subvariety of I defined by the identity x2 = x3, is a

variety of epigroups, but is not locally J -finite.

Indeed, every S ∈ C2 is an epigroup since, for every a ∈ S, we have a2 ∈ E(S)
and therefore a2a−2 = a−2a2. Write A = {a, b, c} and let T be defined by the

inverse semigroup presentation

InvS〈A | u2 = 0 (u ∈ (A ∪ A−1)+, u 6= 1)〉.

Clearly, T ∈ C2.

Let α be the (right) infinite square-free word due to Morse and Hedlund in

connection with their solution of the Burnside problem with n = 2 for semi-

groups ([8]), and let αn denote the length n prefix of α for every n ≥ 1. Clearly,

L(αn) = MT(αn) = SΓ(αn) for every n. Suppose that m < n and αmJ αn in

T. Then there exist v, w ∈ (A ∪ A−1)∗ such that αm = vαnw holds in T, hence

SΓ(αn) ≈ SΓ(vαmw). It follows that αm labels some path in SΓ(αn) = L(αn), a

contradiction since m > n and αm, αn ∈ A+.

Thus each αn, for n ≥ 1, belongs to a distinct J -classe of T and so T is not

J -finite. Therefore C2 is not locally J -finite.

Next, we summarize the classification of some of subvarieties of I with respect

to the properties under discussion. Its conclusions are also displayed in Fig-

ure 3.

Theorem 4.14. (i) The varieties
〈

B1
2

〉

and 〈Mn〉, for any positive integer n, are

locally H-finite. As a consequence, so are the subvarieties G ∨ 〈Mn〉, for any

positive integer n, and all the subvarieties of G ∨
〈

B1
2

〉

.

(ii) The varieties C2 and 〈B〉, as well as all the varieties of inverse semigroups that

contain either C2 or 〈B〉, are not locallyK-finite, for anyK ∈ {H,L,R,D,J }.

Proof. (i) Since B1
2, the 5-element Brandt semigroup with an identity adjoined,

and Mn, for n positive integer, are finite semigroups, the varieties they generate

are finitely generated, and thus locallyH-finite, as mentioned in Remark 4.2 (2).

That G ∨ 〈Mn〉 and G ∨
〈

B1
2

〉

are locally H-finite follows from Proposition 4.5,

the last assertion being now immediate.

(ii) By part (1) of Remark 4.2, it suffices to show that these varieties fail to be

locally J -finite.

That C2 is not locally J -finite has been established in Example 4.13.

As seen is Example 3.5, the monogenic inverse semigroup is not J -finite. Since

FISa is finitely generated and 〈B〉 = 〈FISa〉, we conclude that 〈B〉 cannot be

locally J -finite.

Again, the last claim is therefore immediate. �
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FIGURE 3. Classification of some inverse varieties

What happens in the open invervals ]
〈

B1
2

〉

, C2[ and ] 〈Mn〉 , Cn[ (for n ≥ 3) and

whether or not there are strictly locally D-finite varieties of inverse semigroups

remains unanswered. The fact that the variety
〈

B1
2

〉

has no cover in the sublat-

tice of varieties of combinatorial inverse semigroups (see [6]) indicates that for

instance the first of these questions may not be an entirely trivial one.

4.3. Varieties of strict I-semigroups. Theorems 4.10 and 4.14 together answer

the question for the case of the variety SI.

Corollary 4.15. The variety SI, and all its subvarieties, are locallyH-finite.

Proof. By Corollary 2.11, SI = ONBG ∨ 〈B2〉. Since they are both locally H-

finite, the first by Theorem 4.10 as ONBG ⊆ BG (in fact, ONBG ⊆ ROBG) and

the second by Theorem 4.14, we conclude by Proposition 4.5 that so is SI. �

4.4. Varieties of semigroups. The more complex nature of the lattice of all

semigroup varieties makes it harder to achieve a characterization as sucessful

as that of varieties of completely regular semigroups, or even as complete as

that of varieties of inverse semigroups.

We do know from Theorem 4.3 that every locally J -finite variety of semigroups

is necessarily locally D-finite. In this section, we list some other conclusions.

One way of partitioning the lattice of all semigroup varieties is the one de-

scribed in [15]. For the convenience of the reader, Figure 4 displays their exact,

very useful, diagram.

Accordingly, this lattice can be split into the disjont union of the ideal L (Per)
of all periodic varieties and the coideal consisting of the varieties that include

the variety of all commutative semigroups, called overcommutative varieties.
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FIGURE 4. The lattice of all semigroup varieties

The second lot is easy to settle. In fact, if a variety of semigroups includes every

commutative semigroup, then it includes (N,+). Since this is a finitely gen-

erated semigroup which is not J -finite, as noted in Example 3.5, we conclude

that such a variety is not locally J -finite.

The first, on the contrary, is not at all trivial. Now, a variety is periodic if and

only if it satisfies an identity of the form xm = xm+n, or equivalently, if it is

contained in some Burnside variety Bm,n = [xm = xm+n], so it is only natural to

begin with these. Within Burnside varieties, we find the variety C2 = [x2 = x3],
which as shown in Example 4.13 is not locally J -finite. Since C2 = B2,1 ⊆
Bm,n whenever m ≥ 2, we conclude that all varieties Bm,n with m ≥ 2 are not

locally J -finite. In particular, the ideal L (Comb) of L (Per) consisting of all

combinatorial varieties contains non locally J -finite varieties.

Another ideal of L (Per), however, contains only locally D-finite varieties: the

ideal L (PCR) of all periodic completely regular varieties (recall that a vari-

ety of semigroups consists of completely regular semigroups if and only of it

satisfies an identity of the form x = xn+1 for some positive integer n). Since

L (PCR) can be considered as a sublattice of L (CR), the lattice of all (unary)

completely regular semigroups analysed in Section 4.1, the conclusions ob-

tained there can be used here. In particular, the lattice of all varieties of bands

consists only of locally H-finite varieties by Remark 4.2 (2), as this is a locally

finite variety. For the same reason, a few other Burnside varieties, namely

[x = x3], [x = x4], [x = x5] and [x = x7], are locallyH-finite, since a variety B1,n

is locally finite if and only if the corresponding group variety Bn = [xn = 1]
is locally finite [4] and this is true, at least, for n = 2, 3, 4 and 6 (and false for

large odd n) [10]. As for [x = x6] and in [x = xn] with n ≥ 8, we do not know

whether they are strictly locally D-finite or in fact locally H-finite — only that

any of these being strictly locallyD-finite implies that it cannot be locally finite,

answering in the negative to its Burnside Problem.

Notice that none of the varieties which were found in Section 4.1 to be either

strictly locally L-finite, strictly locallyR-finite or strictly locally D-finite belong
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to L (PCR). Indeed, by Theorem 4.10 the only possible candidates would be

varieties V with either LRO ⊆ V ⊆ ROL∗ or RRO ⊆ V ⊆ ROR∗ or RO ⊆ V,

respectively. However, semigroups in LRO (left regular orthogroups) need not

be periodic; in fact, left regular orthogroups are semilattices of left groups and

not even a left group needs not be periodic. (To see this, let S = L× G, where L

is a left zero semigroup and G a group, be a left group (cf. Lemma 2.7). Then, if

x = (a, g) ∈ S, we have xk = (a, gk) 6= x unless G is itself periodic.) Thus, LRO

does not belong to L (PCR). Similarly, nor does RRO.

Moreover, L (PCR) and L (Comb) contain themselves an ideal each, respec-

tively, the ideal of all periodic varieties of groups and the ideal of all nilvarieties,

that is, all varieties which satisfy an identity of the form xn = 0 for some pos-

itive integer n. And if the first of these two consists entirely of locally H-finite

varieties, in the second we will find locallyH-finite varieties (as for example the

variety [xy = 0] of all semigroups with zero multiplication) along with varieties

which are not locally J -finite.

Lemma 4.16. The nilvarieties [xn = 0] with n ≥ 2 are not locally J -finite.

Proof. Since [xm = 0] ⊆ [xn = 0] whenever m ≤ n, it suffices to show that

[x2 = 0] is not locally J -finite.

LetW be the (infinite) set of factors of Morse and Hedlund’s infinite square-free

word on three letters already mentioned in Example 4.13. Let S(W) be the 3-

generated infinite semigroup with zero whose nonzero elements are the words

inW , endowed with the operation u ∗ v = uv if uv ∈ W and 0 otherwise, for all

u, v ∈ S(W) (see [14]). Since uJ v implies that u is a factor of v and conversely,

we have that Ju = {u}, for every u ∈ S(W), so that S(W) is not J -finite. As

S(W) satisfies the identity x2 = 0 and is finitely generated, we conclude that

[x2 = 0] is not locally J -finite. �

A similar argument actually shows a stronger result:

Proposition 4.17. If V = [u = 0], then V is either locally H-finite or not locally

J -finite.

Proof. If V is locally finite, then V is locally H-finite by Remark 4.2 (2). So sup-

pose V is not locally finite, and let S be an infinite n-generated semigroup from

V. By the universal property of free semigroups, we have that Fn(V), the n-

generated free semigroup on V, is infinite as well. Let X be an alphabet with n

letters.

Since we already know that the varieties [xn = 0] are not locally J -finite, we

may assume that u is a word in m ≥ 2 letters, say, u1, . . . , um, of length l ≥ 3,

given that [xy = 0] is locally finite; write u = ui1 . . . uil
. Then Fn(V) = X+/τ,

where, for all v, w ∈ X+, we have (v, w) ∈ τ if and only if v = w or there exist

a factor v′ of v, a factor w′ of w and maps πv, πw : {u1, . . . , um} → X+ such that

v′ = ui1 πv . . . uil
πv and w′ = ui1 πw . . . uil

πw.
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We claim that Fn(V) is not J -finite. Let vτ, wτ ∈ Fn(V) be nonzero elements,

that is, neither v nor w contain factors of the form ui1 π . . . uil
π for some map-

ping π : {u1, . . . , um} → X+. In particular, neither v nor w are themselves of

this form. Suppose (vτ, wτ) ∈ J . Then there exist pτ, qτ, rτ, sτ ∈ (Fn(V))1

such that vτ = pτ wτ qτ and wτ = rτ vτ sτ. Assuming vτ 6= wτ, we have that

pτ and qτ cannot be both 1 (and rτ and sτ cannot be both 1). Thus, vτ = (pw)τ
or vτ = (wq)τ or vτ = (pwq)τ and, in either case, the fact that vτ is a nonzero

element in Fn(V) implies that w is a factor of v. Similarly, from wτ = rτ vτ sτ

we conclude that v is a factor of w. Therefore, v = w, a contradiction. Hence,

Jvτ = {vτ} for every nonzero vτ ∈ Fn(V). As Fn(V) is infinite, we conclude

that it is not J -finite. �

Note that the proof of the previous result shows that, in fact, a variety [u = 0]
is either locally finite or not locally J -finite.
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